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Collins says: “I am completely sure you cannot understand the notion of tacit
knowledge without understanding that collectivities are the location of much of it.”1 He once
used the language of naval warfare in defending his belief in the existence of “collective tacit
knowledge”:
I will nail my colours to the mast of my three-way classification of tacit
knowledge and am ready to go down with the ship. The three-way
classification is ‘Relational Tacit Knowledge’ (RTK); ‘Somatic Tacit
Knowledge’ (STK); and ‘Collective Tacit Knowledge’ (CTK).2
It seems clear to me that Collins is not going to change his mind about the existence of
“collective tacit knowledge.”
The Fault Line
This puts him firmly on one side of a deep fault line that runs through both philosophy and
social theory. I stand with Stephen Turner on the side opposite to where Collins stands. I
can’t speak for Turner, but, like Collins, “I will nail my colours to the mast” of my denial of
the existence of “collective tacit knowledge.” Walter Gulick describes Turner as a
metaphorical goalie, defending what he holds as true against “theoretical shots that don’t
deserve to score.”3 Collins is a similar metaphorical goalie, defending what he holds to be
true against offending theoretical shots. To combine Gulick’s ice-hockey image with my
image of a deep divide, shots taken from either side of the divide cannot possibly score in
the net on the other side of the divide; they all fall into the crack in the ice that separates the
different “nets of truth.”
Michael Polanyi said of his aim in writing Personal Knowledge: “The principal purpose of this
book is to achieve a frame of mind in which I may hold firmly to what I believe to be true,
even though I know that it might conceivably be false.”4 I say that Collins, Turner and I have
achieved that frame of mind with regard to the existence or non-existence of “collective tacit
knowledge.” We all hold firmly to what we believe to be true.
I do not think that my position the result of my failure to understand what Collins means by
“collective tacit knowledge,” or even of my failure to understand his arguments for its
existence. It is because I understand his arguments that I judge them to be unpersuasive.
Collins’ New Metaphors
In “Knowledge As It Says On The Tin,” for example, he seeks both to clarify his position
and to argue for it by giving his readers three metaphors: (1) “Knowledge Is Paint,” (2)
Collins 2016a, 28.
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“Societies Are Tins Of Paint” and (3) “To Learn Is To Be Dipped Into A Tin Of Paint.”
“Take a human,” he says, “and dip it in one tin and it will come out red, dip it in another tin
and it will come out blue and so on”5
He says, “it all seems terribly simple.” Let us imagine British society as a tin of red paint and
French society as a tin of blue paint. It is simple, then, to imagine the Englishman Jack as
being red as a result of having been dipped into the English tin and the Frenchman Jacques
as being blue as the result of having been dipped into the French tin.
Collins complicates this simple picture by admitting that societies are more complex than
tins of paint. Every national society contains smaller collectivities, in a variety of sizes.
Collins would have us imagine the bigger tins as containing both (1) their distinctive color of
paint and (2) smaller tins, each containing their distinctive colors. “What you get,” says
Collins, “is that each human winds up coloured by all the different paints it has been dipped
into—English speaker, cricketer, Christian, gravitational wave physicist, and so on.”6 Jack
and Jacques would not just be wearing their English red and French blue. Each would be
wearing a painted coat of many colours.
Collins says: “This isn’t just a fancy metaphor it is how life works.”7 It is a fancy metaphor,
and I understand what he means to say by using it. But I deny that it is a description of how
life works. I can illustrate this by comparing it to his own description of a group of
gravitational wave physicists.
The Lockout
He writes about an event that occurred in such a group when Robbie Vogt was in charge of
it. 8 This group can be imagined as a smaller tin contained within the larger tin called
“Caltech.” A member of Vogt’s department, Ron Drever, was locked out of his office.
Within the group, there were two contradictory interpretations of this event. Some agreed
with Drever’s claim that it was a deliberate act, intended to demean him. Others said it was
nothing more than an unintended consequence of the locks being changed as a matter of
routine maintenance. Collins says he did not try to find out which interpretation was correct:
“all I needed to know was that relations were such that it was possible to believe either
account.”
This strikes me as exemplifying a “thick description” of a slice of life in a small community.9
The event was common knowledge for members, but different members attributed different
meanings to it. But the images Collins sets forth in “Knowledge As It Says On The Tin” do
not fit his description of the conflicting interpretations of Drever’s lockout. In terms of his
metaphors, this one small “tin” would have to have contained four different colors of paint
Collins 2016b, 50.
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regarding this event: (1) the common knowledge that Drever had been locked out, (2) the
“knowledge” of some that this was intentional, (3) the “knowledge” of others that it was an
unintended consequence of routine maintenance and (4) the “atmosphere” that made it
reasonable to believe either “2” or “3.” I cannot agree that the process by which the
members of this group learned to believe what each believed can be imagined as their being
dipped into the paint contained in their tin.
Collins’ three metaphors do clarify one of his pictures of how life works, but I believe that
his description of the lockout provides a very different picture of how life works. I say that
his three metaphors are profoundly misleading. (1) Knowledge is nothing like paint. (2)
Societies are nothing like tins of paint. (3) Learning is nothing like being dipped into a can of
paint.
Histories of the Fault Line
Turner traces the fault line that divides his “social” picture of tacit knowing from Collins’
“collective” picture of tacit knowledge to a disagreement between Gabriel Tarde and Émile
Durkheim early in the 20th century.10 Turner says that a minority of social theorists stand
with him and Tarde in denying that collectivities can be knowing subjects. Collins, in
contrast, says that a minority of social scientists stand with him and Durkheim in affirming
that collectivities can be knowing subjects. I don’t really know which is the minority
position, but I do agree that the fault line continues to divide philosophers as well as social
theorists.
It might very well be that this fault line goes back to ancient Athens, with Aristotle’s break
with Plato over the location of ideas. It strikes me that Durkheim’s notion of “collective
consciousness” and Collins’ notion of “collective tacit knowledge” both have a family
resemblance to Plato’s notion of the realm of subsistent ideas. The image is that of a nonmaterial reality that hovers above physical persons and things. Aristotle disagreed with his
teacher by arguing that the ideas of things are located only in (1) the things themselves and
(2) the minds of the persons who know the natures of those things.
I do not mean to say that Collins is a Platonist, but that there are some aspects of his image
of how the world works that have a family resemblance to some aspects of Plato’s
philosophy. In addition to this notion of a “collective tacit knowledge” that somehow
“hovers over” the world of collectivities of real persons, Collins uses language that strikes
me as having a family resemblance to Plato’s notion of the “participation” of the souls of
individuals in the subsistent ideas.
Collins’ reflections on the Drever lockout provides an example of this:
Deliberately locking Ron Drever out of his office would have been an action
carried out by Robbie Vogt and changing the locks as a matter of routine
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maintenance would also have been an action carried out by someone but the
existence of a collective atmosphere in which it was reasonable to believe
that Robbie could have locked Ron out of his office deliberately was not
anyone’s action, it was the condition for the existence of that kind of
intention and action. The same applies to taking out mortgages in Western
societies and divining witches using the poison oracle in certain other
societies; you cannot have the corresponding intentions unless you are
member of the corresponding societies. Collectivities are the locus of this
kind of knowledge; they are, to repeat, the place where this kind of
knowledge resides while we individual parasites draw upon it, usually in a
tacit way. This does not mean collectivities perform acts of knowing.11
It is easy for me to imagine the “collective atmosphere” as a kind of cloud that hovers above
the individual members of the group. Collins seems to me to equate this collective
atmosphere with knowledge—“collectivities are the locus of this kind of knowledge.” Then,
his claim that “we individual parasites draw upon it” strikes me as very similar to Plato’s
notion that each individual soul participates in the subsistent ideas.
I point tentatively to these similarities between Collins and Plato because they provide a
context for saying something confidently about my background. My formal philosophical
training was in a Jesuit seminary, where I learned Thomsistic/Aristotelian ontology and
epistemology. These were explicitly contrasted with Platonic ontology and epistemology.
Ever since, I have consistently denied the existence of a Platonic realm of subsistent ideas.
This is probably a reason for my persistence in denying the existence of a realm of
“collective tacit knowledge.”
Conclusion
The fault line between believers and non-believers in “collective tacit knowledge” is
analogous to the fault line between theists and atheists. Just as the committed atheist is
unlikely to be persuaded by the theist’s attempts to prove the existence of God, so also the
committed non-believer is unlikely to be persuaded by the believer’s attempts to prove the
existence of “collective tacit knowledge.” The atheist is quite capable of understanding the
theist’s “proofs,” but judges them to be unpersuasive. Similarly, I am quite capable of
understanding Collins’ “proofs,” even though I judge them to be unpersuasive.
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